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The stellarator Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) is presently under construction at the Greifswald branch institute of IPP. It shall demonstrate

the reactor potential of a Helias-type stellarator. The steady state magnet field for confining the plasma is generated exclusively by

external superconducting modular coils. 

The W7-X field configuration has a five-fold symmetry and is described by a rotational transform near unity (i.e. low shear). Five

identical modules build up the magnet system where each module in turn consists of two flip-symmetrical half-modules (HM) which

encompass 5 non-planar (npl) and 2 planar (pl) superconducting coils of different geometries each. In total this gives 50 npl and 20 pl

coils where all 10 coils of a type are connected electrically in series by superconducting bus-bars. These seven sub-magnets are fed by

one pair of current leads each and are adjustable individually. The npl coils produce the stellarator field proper, whereas the pl coils are

intended to enhance the experimental flexibility by varying the field configuration. 

Main coil components are the winding pack made up of a cable-in-conduit conductor and electrical insulation, and the massive steel

housing. The latter is part of the mechanical structure which has to accommodate to the enormous magnet forces. Welded, bolted and

gliding structure elements between the coils support the inter-coil forces, and bolted flange connections transfer the magnetic and

weight forces to the central support ring which rests on five pillars.

The cold magnet system is contained within the evacuated cryostat which is composed of the plasma vessel  acting as the inner cryostat

wall, the outer vessel, and the ports which connect both vessels and serve as feedthroughs to the plasma. The inner cryostat surfaces are

covered with thermal insulation consisting of heat reflecting foils and an actively cooled heat radiation shield.

Main components within the PV are the divertor units, wall protection, cryo-pumps, and the (normal conducting) control coils.

Important peripheral and auxiliary installations necessary for W7-X operation are the power supplies for the magnet and control coils,

the cryostat and PV vacuum equipment, the plasma heating systems, cryogenic and water cooling facilities, gas supplies, and

diagnostic, instrumentation and control systems.

While final design and construction of most of these components is progressing well, a number of problems have been encountered at

coil manufacture which led to significant delays in coil delivery and thus in the schedule. Difficulties emerged also during the design of

the highly loaded mechanical structure which required considerably more development work than originally planned. 

A report will be given on the status of manufacture and assembly of the main components. The problems as well as the strategies for

their solution will be discussed.
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